Letter sound /r/

Green Words (Phonetic):

Hank’s  red  him  
rabbit  Rob’s  hugged  
rug  run  
rared  tipped  
ran  run

Red Words (Sight):

day  out  saw  
gave  his  that

Practice reading these sentences.

Big Bob had a bad day.

His rug was a mess.

Big Bob dug up Dad’s big, red radishes.
Did you ever have a really terrible, awful, horrible day? Well, one day this happened to Bill’s shaggy dog, Big Bob.

Big Bob had a bad day.
He got up.
His rug was a mess.
Bill had to get rid of the mess.
Bill was mad at Big Bob!
Big Bob was sad.

How did Bill get rid of the mess?
Big Bob went to get some breakfast.

Big Bob ran to Mom.
He begged for an egg.
He bit it.
It was a mess!

Have a child pretend to be a dog begging for an egg.
Mom got a rag.
She had to get rid of the mess.
Mom was mad at Big Bob!
Big Bob was sad.
Big Bob loved to dig. He went out and dug in Dad’s vegetable garden.

Big Bob ran to the garden. He dug up Dad’s big, red radishes. Dad was mad at Big Bob! Big Bob was sad.

Show a radish or a picture of one. Point to the radishes. What other vegetables might be growing in Dad’s garden? (T-P-S)
Big Bob was beginning to feel sad because no one wanted him around.

Big Bob ran to Hank’s house. He saw Hank’s pet rabbit, Rob. Big Bob said, “Woof!” He tipped Rob’s cage.

Point to the rabbit. Point to the cage. Why did Hank keep his rabbit in a cage? (T-P-S)
Rob, the rabbit, ran out!
Hank had to run to get his rabbit.
Hank was mad at Big Bob!
Big Bob was sad.

Have 2 children pantomime Hank chasing and catching the rabbit.
Big Bob ran to Meg’s house. He saw that Peg was lost. He got Peg. But Meg was mad!

Why was Meg mad that Big Bob had Peg in his mouth? (T-P-S)
Meg’s mom was not mad.
She patted Big Bob.
She got a dog bone.
Big Bob was happy.
Meg’s mom knew that Big Bob was trying to help. At last, Big Bob had done something right!

Big Bob got the dog bone.
He ran to Dad’s garden.
But Big Bob did not dig.
Dad was happy.
Big Bob ran to Mom.
But Big Bob did not mess up the rug.
Mom was 😊 happy.
Big Bob gave Bill the dog bone. But Bill did not like dog bones. He gave it back to Big Bob. Bill hugged Big Bob. Big Bob was happy.

Big Bob ended up having a good day, after all!

Why did Bill not like dog bones?
Big Bob’s Bad Day

1. What was the first mess that Big Bob made?
   [Big Bob’s rug was a mess.]

2. Why didn’t Meg want Big Bob to play with Peg?
   [Meg was worried that Big Bob would hurt/lose Peg.]

3. Why did Meg’s mom give Big Bob a dog bone?
   [Meg’s mom knew that Big Bob was trying to help.]

4. Have some of the children act out the story while the others read it.
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